Year 5 Home Learning Grid - Spring 1

Choose one home learning activity to complete each week. You can choose which one to do and in

which order you do them. Homework books will be taken in on a Wednesday so they can be marked, and will be given back out on Friday. Homework
club is available for children to attend every lunchtime. For when you have a busy week at home, I have included a Family Week. All activities should
be completed in your homework book (unless completed on a computer!) to the best of your ability, using your best presentation. Any homework
completed electronically can be emailed to

admin@albanwood.herts.sch.uk

Mathematical

Scientific

Written

In your own words, write a success criteria to

This term you will be learning about materials and

What would be the advantages/ disadvantages of

explain how to do;

the different ways materials can be changed.

living on a battleship? You should draw up your

-

Column addition

-

Column subtraction

-

Short multiplication

-

Short division

conclusions in a grid.
As the children’s learning progresses, Mrs Overy
and

Advantages

Disadvantages

will send home a piece of science homework for
you to complete in your homework books.

You should use number examples to show

If you are not sure what the

what you are doing at each stage of the

advantages/disadvantages would be, you can use

calculation.

books/ the internet to find out about what life was
like on a battleship first. You may want to complete

If you wanted to challenge yourself, you could

this task after you have completed the research task

write success criteria on how to add, subtract,

(bottom left box!)

multiply and divide fractions instead! Ask me
if you need examples to use in either task.
Research

Linguistic (Language)

Family Week

Research a famous battle ship and present

Spend a week practicing the spellings you’ve chosen

For when you have a busy weekend.

your findings as an information text. The

for the spelling challenge.

battleship could be current or from the past.
You could include:

This is free for when you have something special
This practice should be done in your book and be

planned for a weekend, or just feel like relaxing!

presented in your best handwriting.

(Remember, you only have one of these though!)

-

Where it was made

-

Where it sailed

-

How many crew were aboard

You could try putting some of the spelling words

Just get your parent/ carer to sign to say you have

-

The purpose of the ship

into sentences too!

used your free week:

-

Facts about the ship eg. Size

-

What does the ship do now?

-

Was the ship famous for anything?

Be as inventive as you can with the
presentation of your work. (You could present
your work using PowerPoint!)
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Date:

